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25th anniversary edition
COMMANDER’S COLUMN
It all started about three months ago
when Charles Shepherd left me with a
stack of Bugle Call Rags from 19952012. I hadn’t asked for them, but
Charles felt that I should be the keeper
of the hard copies he had accumulated. I
was sitting on a historical gold mine, yet
I knew from word of mouth, that I was
missing many of the issues from the
beginning of time. Quietly, I was told
that Vic Mahoney had the complete set.
With Mary Mahoney’s help, she pulled
out the binders that I needed, which
verified that the BCR started in 1988. It
took me about a day to realize this issue
of the BCR marks the 25th anniversary.

on the details of the publication by the
out-going editor and who had prided
himself as being a professional
journalist quit without warning after one
issue — and then, just as abruptly, quit
the post. A sort of pique season, one
could say!”

My project is scanning all these copies
into a PDF file for all of us to enjoy on
our computers or the post website. I’m
quickly finding out that I’m not going to
be able to post all the issues on the
website, but a CD-ROM disk will hold
our post history just fine. Additionally, I
was caught up trying to find what I
perceived to be missing issues. There
was two issues not published during my
tenure as commander that I can account
for, but going back 20 years to find what
went wrong takes some research.

It’s fun to look back and see the names
of Jim Ivey and John Luke in the early
issues. These Legionnaires' were just as
active then, as they are today with our
post. I also found it interesting that you
didn’t have to put an area code in front
of phone numbers. Apparently, one area
code was good enough for Atlanta and
surrounding counties.

From Oct/Nov/Dec 1992, there was not
an issue to be found. I’d like to share
with you an excerpt from the Jan 1993
issue titled, “What Happened.”
George Hooten writes, “Well, the young
man who had volunteered to be the new
editor, and who had been fully briefed

Issue #1 address’ the same topics that
we’re dealing with today; a dwindling
membership and that half the guys had
not paid their dues. While I can say
we’ve done well conquering the dues
issue, membership is a constant battle in
2013, just as it was in 1988.

Our good friend, Vic Mahoney, was
more of a behind the scenes maestro,
working with George Hooten to put the
paper in motion. It wasn’t until 1993
that Vic started writing on a regular
basis. I’d like to honor both of these
men over the next year, for their time
and sacrifice at keeping the lines of
communication open. I can do this with
reprints that should make you proud you
knew them.

Todd
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younger hand and clearer mind.

By George Hooten

In the fall of 1987, George Hooten, executive
director of the National American Legion Press
Association, proposed to our executive committee
that Post 134 establish a newsletter.
Dave Williamson, then commander, supported the
recommendation.
The “Green Light” was
flashed.

I thank you for bearing with me through these
rather formative years, for overlooking my
amateurish attempts, for ignoring my one-finger
typing horrors, and for the sins of omission as
well as the sins of commission. You have been a
patient group.

In January 1988, The Bugle Call Rag was born. I
gave the name, set the format, and determined the
purpose as well as the content.
The acceptance of the newsletter as a substitute
for the long-used postcard approach to
communication was gradual. Old ways die hard.
The purpose of the newsletter slowly took shape
and the members saw it as the way to inform the
post about all activities, as a monthly invitation to
participate, and as a vehicle for introducing many
of us to all of us so that a spirit of comradeship
could be developed and spread.
How successful The Bugle Call Rag has been in
its mission, I cannot say with any degree of
objectivity.
What I can say is that our little newsletter reaches
almost every state in the union. I can point to a
booster club of 49 members as an indication that
it has been doing something right. And I can tell
you that it gained prominence last year when one
of its editorials won third place in a national
contest.
I am giving you this capsule review because this
is my last effort. It is time for change, for a

(Editors Note: Yes, George actually gave his sign
off, and actually did try to speak German, French,
and Italian at the end. Remember, go to the front
page and read, “What Happened.” George
ended up keeping the reins and with the help of
Vic Mahoney, The BCR kept marching along. It
was August of 2009, when George’s health
started to fail him, the turnover was complete,
17 years after he intended.
We used to have a mail out of over 200 hard
copies of the BCR each month. This cost about
$1.37 per copy for printing and mailing. With the
use of e-mail, we send our newsletter out for free,
while maintaining a current mail out to about 25
members, who don’t subscribe to e-mail. The
Anniversary Waltz was a way for our own
members to contribute money in addition to
regular dues, in order to offset the cost of the
BCR. The Waltz is gone, but it still cost about
$375/year for the BCR to go out...so feel free to
make a donation.
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TAPS
WILLIAM “BILLY” ROBERTS, SR.
April 18, 1942—December 9, 2012
Past Commander of Post 134
1989-90

POST 134 - WILLIAM T. COPLEY ORATORICAL CONTEST

Austin Broughton is the 1st place winner and
recipient of the $250.00 cash prize. He was
also the 2012 winner of the award. Austin is
now a senior at Chamblee High School, where
he is involved with the Junior Reserve Officer’s
Training program, and he also fully engaged
with the Mock Trials Club sponsored by the
Young Lawyers Division of the State Bar of
Georgia.

Erin Leagan was first runner up and winner of
the $150.00 cash prize. She is a junior at The
Walker School of Marietta, where she is the
President of the Latin Club. She loves to
dance and sing with the school’s chorus and
show choir, along with her involvement with
the Drama Club. Her goal is to attend UGA
when she graduates, followed by a career in
medicine.

Each candidate gave a prepared oration between 8-10 minutes on some aspect of the Constitution of the USA,
with emphasis on the duties and obligations of our government. Additionally, a 3-5 minute speech on an
assigned topic is randomly picked from a pool of four topics, usually an Article or Amendment of the
Constitution. The pick was Amendment 2: The right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.

WELCOME
NEW MEMBER

David Violette is a DeKalb County Police Officer and
a C-130 Loadmaster with the 700th Airlift Squadron at
Dobbins Air Reserve Base in Marietta. David and
Michael Derrico have been lifelong friends
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A LETTER TO OUR LEADERSHIP
I’m hopeful that as we look back when the
50th anniversary of the Bugle Call Rag is
published, our members can see the troubled
times this nation endured. This letter was written
by a friend and fellow crewmember that I had to
the pleasure of serving with. It’s reprinted with
his permission. The American Legion’s position
is that the Second Amendment guarantees
law-abiding citizens the right to keep arms of
their choice, and that Congress and the
Executive Department needs to cease and desist
any and all efforts to restrict these rights.
Mr. President,

Todd

I am writing to humbly remind you that you each
took an oath to support and defend the
Constitution against all enemies, foreign and
domestic. I too took a similar oath when I joined
the USAF 21 years ago. I retired this year and
still believe I am obliged to follow my oath. I
have gone to war for my country. I have had
friends not come home. I say this so you know
how seriously I take the matter of an oath.
The Bill of Rights does not grant Americans
rights, it acknowledges these rights as inherent,
pre-existing, and inalienable. It specifically
proscribes the government from abridging these
rights. All of them. Our Constitution and Bill of
Rights are not subject to debate or interpretation.
It is written in reasonably plain language. While
you were each elected through our democratic
process, we are a Constitutional Republic and, as
such, you are bound to follow the Constitution
and not the 'will of the people'. You cannot
subjugate the Constitution for popularity.
Our founding fathers had the forethought to be
specific enough when it came to restricting the
tyrannical advances of government while still

being generic and broad enough to allow our
rights and liberties to withstand the changing
definitions of both society and time.
At stake is our Second Amendment rights. The
founding fathers did not put the Second
Amendment in there so we could hunt. Until the
early part of the 20th century, if you didn't hunt,
you didn't eat. It isn't even in there primarily for
personal self-defense; that is a universally
recognized, inherent right of every human being.
Jefferson, Madison, Washington, Franklin, Henry
and others all wrote prolifically outlining their
intent in this matter and they are both uniform in
their agreement and very clear that the Second
Amendment is there to protect the people from
the government.
A well regulated militia being necessary to the
security of a free state, the right of the people to
keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.
In this simple sentence, the founders
acknowledge that the state will have a militia; all
free states do. However, their intent was not to
create a 'national guard', rather, that the people
maintain their arms for use against the state
militia. This is crystal clear when reading the
writings of our founders.
The Supreme Court has continually and rightfully
upheld the right of each citizen to keep and bear
arms. The entirety of the case law supports this
right. So why must we continue to fight for and
defend the palladium of rights? The right that
guarantees all the others? The right that actually
keeps us free?
We do so because during emotional moments of
anguish over tragedies like Sandy Hook,
well-intentioned people feel the need to "do
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...TO SUPPORT AND DEFEND THE CONSTITUION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

something". Without sounding callous and
uncaring, I'd like to point out that very, very few
people are victims of mass shootings. It is not the
epidemic the media makes it out to be. In fact,
murder and non-negligent manslaughter with
firearms for 2011 was just under 10,000 or
3.2/100,000 people. If you put that in the CDC
list of health-related causes of death, it comes in
12th behind diarrhea. Doctors cause ten times the
number of deaths with medical errors and
automobiles kill more than 10/100,000 people;
three times that of firearms.
Further, rifles are used in less than 3.7% of all
murders; that's only 323 murders total last year
by rifle. That's 0.1/100,000 people; an incredibly
small number. Yet, these are the guns we think
are dangerous? These are the ones everyone
thinks cause all the harm? Gentlemen, the
numbers simply do not support this preposterous
notion.
Assault Rifles are fully automatic, select-fire
weapons used by the military. What the media
and politicians have called "assault weapons" for
20 years are nothing more than sporting rifles.
Many of them look like military weapons, but
they are semi-automatic rifles no different than
any hunting rifle. A good analogy is the
boy-racers who put wings, wide tires, fender
flares, hood scoops, and loud exhausts on their
cars. Sure, they look like race cars, but
underneath they're still grandma's Toyota.
Let use remove the emotion and misinformation
from the lexicon and call these guns what they
are; sporting rifles.
Sporting rifles are being vilified based on looks
alone; folding stocks, pistol grips, flash suppressors, etc. None of these cosmetic accessories has

any bearing on the functioning of the gun, nor do
they magically turn these sporting rifles into
machine guns.
The 1994 Assault Weapons Ban did nothing to
deter, prevent, or slow crime. Quite honestly, it's
because criminals do not follow the law. Further,
it was unconstitutional and a breach of the oath of
office we each took. Do not entertain another ban
of any type. It too would be unconstitutional and
wholly ineffective in preventing crime or
massacres.
If you wish to 'do something', eliminate gun free
zones. Signs on the wall are not barriers to evil
men, they are invitations to deranged men.
If you wish to 'do something', fund armed guards
for schools that wish to employ them.
If you wish to 'do something', allow teachers and
school administrators to carry weapons with a
model like the airlines' FFDO program and fund
it.
If you wish to 'do something', do the job you
swore an oath to do; defend the Constitution
against all enemies, foreign and DOMESTIC.
Another sporting rifle ban will do nothing but
divide this country and push it to the breaking
point trying to solve a problem that does not
exist.
The bottom line is you work for the American
public; me. My charge to you is to uphold your
oaths and do not enact a ban or registration or
anything else that infringes on our rights of any
type. Vote against all attempts of any type to
restrict, limit, or deny our inalienable rights. Vote
against tyranny.

Av Eight-Tor
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Article reprinted from a
media blog on legion.org
website

Heroism and honor over German skies
Last week my Kindle went to the great Kindle Outlet Store
in the sky. Apparently it fell out of my pocket and I ran
over it with the car. In Kindle heaven it will no doubt meet
its two predecessors; the one I rolled over on top of on a
camping trip and the one I left on an airplane. This caused
much consternation in my house, because I read about 3
books a week and is my chief means of coping with stress.
As I sat at my desk lamenting my loss, my friend Emory
sent me a link to a remarkable story about a US Air Force
bomber pilot during WWII that got shot up REALLY bad,
but then a German fighter pilot escorted him through the
anti aircraft areas and out over the North Sea on his return
to England. It was a remarkable story, and I enjoyed it
very much.
A few hours later I got an email from a administrative
assistant to my editor who had just fielded a call from a
guy who had given her the brief outline of the same story
and asked if I knew anything about it. I said that
remarkably I did, and sent her the same link that Emory
had sent me. Twenty minutes later she walked into my
office smiling and handed me a copy of Adam Makos’
book, "A Higher Call: An Incredible True Story Of Combat
And Chivalry In The War-Torn Skies Of World War II."
Had my Kindle not have been broken, I very likely
wouldn’t have read the book. We get hundreds of books
sent here every month, and with a few exceptions, I don’t
read much in the way of war stories anymore. But, it was
quite fortuitous on the timing, so on Friday night I started
reading it.
Mr. Makos had me pretty well hooked right in his opening
paragraph in the introduction:
On December 20, 1943, in the midst of
World War II, an era of pain, death, and
sadness, an act of peace and nobility
unfolded in the skies over Northern
Germany. An American bomber crew was
limping home in their badly damaged B-17
after bombing Germany. A German fighter
pilot in his Bf-109 fighter encountered
them. They were enemies, sworn to shoot
one another from the sky. Yet what
transpired between the fighter pilot and the

bomber crewmen that day, and how the
story played out decades later, defies
imagination. It had never happened before
and it has not happened since. What
occurred, in most general terms, may well
be one of the most remarkable stories in the
history of warfare.
As remarkable as it is, it’s a story I never
wanted to tell.

Mr. Makos went on to talk about how as a young WWII
history enthusiast he had grown up believing that WWII
was nothing less than the good guys (us) against the bad
guys (the Germans or “Nazis”.) But as he researched this
book and spoke with Charlie Brown, the pilot of the B-17,
Charlie said something that would change the story: “In
this story,” Charlie said, “I’m just a character – Franz
Stigler is the real hero.”
Franz was the pilot of the Bf-109, and in reading the book,
you see that the good/bad dichotomy really doesn’t work.
The US were certainly the good guys, and the Nazi’s (and
assorted Gestapo and other “Party” individuals) were
definitely the bad guys, but the German Pilots themselves
don’t fall into the latter category. The honor that some of
these guys showed will astound some readers.
German Pilots were very supportive to the American Pilots
they shot down. In fact, often German Pilots would race to
where the American pilots jumped or crashed, and take
them into custody themselves to ensure that they would be
placed in Luftwaffe facilities and not in “Party” ones or
other POW camps. One pilot in particular, Hans-Joachim
Marseille flew with Franz in Africa and had impressed
upon Franz the inherent honorable nature of what was
expected from German pilots.
One part of the book discusses this at some length.
…The legend went that Marseille had shot
down a British pilot named Byers, who had
been badly burned when captured.
Marseille personally took Byers to the field
hospital, where hospital staff told Marseille
the prisoner’s name and unit. That evening,
Marseille flew through British flak to drop a
note over Byers’s airfield, addressed to his
comrades. The note said that Byers was
badly wounded but was being cared for.
Two weeks later, when Byers died of his
wounds, Marseille felt so badly that he flew
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CHIVALRY IN THE WAR TORN SKIES OF WORLD WAR II
of him and said he would remove his
Knight’s Cross and resign from the Air
Force if any of his men complied with the
SS’s request.
Even as German and US (and other nations) air forces
fought over the European skies, what struck me as most
interesting was the fight between the honorable men of the
German Luftwaffe with their German leadership.

back through the flak to the British field
and dropped another note notifying Byers’s
friends and sending deepest regrets. It was
a gallant act that earned the respect of
many in the Air Force except for one: the
second most powerful man in The Party,
who doubled as the Air Force’s leader –
Reichsmarschall
Hermann
Goering.
Goering had once been an ace in the Red
Baron’s squadron in WWI but had since
become known throughout the Air Force
with disdain. Someone had nicknamed
Goering “the Fat One,” due to his heft, and
it had stuck. Goering put out an edict that
no pilot should ever again attempt a stunt
like the one Marseille had.

The meeting of Charlie and Franz over Germany is just a
small part of the book, but it is the tie that binds these two
wonderful men. As I read through the book I did what I
normally do when I really enjoy a book: I contacted the
author and told him how much I enjoyed it. I’ve read
some outstanding books in the past year, and this is
certainly in the top echelon of those books. (With “The
Outpost” by Jake Tapper, and the phenomenal “Road to
Valor” by Ali McConnon which talks about an Italian Cyclist's heroism during WWII.)
Mr. Makos friended me on Facebook and had this to say:
I hope [my book] makes Franz and Charlie
household names like Band of Brothers did
for Dick Winters and Buck Compton and
Don Malarkey

Schroer nodded slightly, for only Franz to
see.

Indeed. And I also hope it allows folks to see that even
amidst the atrocities that comes with war, that some people, even our enemies, are capable of honorable acts of
heroism.

There was another portion of the book that talked about
German Ace Günther Lützow:

I hope you will pick up a copy of “A Higher Call” and
enjoy it as much as I did.

“Is the story true?” Franz said to Marseille.

…Luetzow had been the commander of
Fighter Wing 3 (JG-3) on an airfield outside of Kharkov in the Ukraine, when SS
soldiers came to commandeer his services.
They wanted Luetzow to lend them any
non-flyers he could spare to help them
round
up
people
they
called
“undesirables.”
Luetzow knew the
reputation of the SS and knew that
whatever they were planning, it could not
be good. When Luetzow refused to help
them, the SS threatened to go around him.
Luetzow called his entire wing to the
tarmac in dress uniform – the pilots, the
orderlies, and even the mechanics.
Luetzow told them what the SS had asked
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POST 134 ANNUAL SWEETHEART LUNCHEON

Todd Copley - Commander & BCR Editor
tcopley220@yahoo.com 404-395-6077
Arnold Wall - SVC
arcosign10@yahoo.com
678-530-0588

You’re encouraged to bring your wife, daughter, significant other,
or friend to lunch this Valentine’s Day. Our guest speaker is our
post chaplain, Rev. J.R. McAliley III, who will guide us in
discussion: “Service of Love: From the Spouse's Perspective."

Michael Derrico - JVC
dragon717@bellsouth.net 404-508-0012
George Hooten
Victor Mahoney
FOUNDING EDITORS OF THIS
NEWSLETTER

Next meeting—Feb 14, 2013
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J.R. is a “Navy Brat” and Naval Officer assigned as a line officer
in “destroyers.” (Read his article in the December 2012 issue of
the BCR). Resigning his commission in 1980 to attend the
seminary, he returned a U.S. Navy Chaplain, serving at the Naval
Submarine School in Groton, CT. He returned to Georgia, serving
in the USNR until his retirement in 1995. He is currently serving
as pastor of Center Congregational Church in Atlanta.
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COST $18.00
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(Call the JVC if you need help with a ride)
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